Knowledge Organisers
These one page, fully editable knowledge organisers have been put together to support teachers when
introducing a topic to their pupils. All of the knowledge organisers work alongside Oddizzi’s schemes of
work, pathway document and the year group vocabulary and glossary banks.
Suggested Use






Encourage prior research
Discussed as a class at the beginning of a topic
Stuck into books to refer back to throughout the unit
Displayed in the classroom for reference
Setting expectations for vocabulary to be used by pupils in their learning

Structure
Each organiser contains:







A summary of what will be covered in each unit of study
Key Facts
Key Knowledge
A vocabulary list split into three helpful categories: place names, geographical terms and
processes and locational terms
Key glossary terms chosen from Oddizzi’s Progression in Vocabulary document
Pictures

Please note: as this resource is a fully editable Word document, the layout may shift slightly depending
on the version of Word you have opened it with. The same applies if you choose to add/edit/delete
anything in the document.

Dog Kennel Hill Primary School Knowledge Organiser
Year 3
Volcanoes and Earthquakes
Key facts

What will we be learning?







The structure of the Earth.
Features of a volcano.
Famous volcanoes and earthquakes.
Effects of volcanoes and earthquakes.
Preparing for an earthquake.
What it’s like living near a volcano.

Famous volcanoes:
Soufrière (St Lucia, North America), Eyjafjallajökul
(Iceland, Europe), Popocatépetl (Mexico, North America),
Vesuvius (Italy, Europe), St Helens (USA, North America),
Etna (Italy, Europe).

Key knowledge
The Earth is made up of layers. The top layer, the Earth’s crust, consists of large slabs of rocks, called plates.
The plates move as the hot mantle flows beneath them. The movement of the plates causes earthquakes and leads to
volcanoes erupting.
Earthquakes are measured on the Richter scale, They can cause devastating damage to buildings, roads and land.
When volcanoes erupt they spew out lava. This is a very hot liquid that destroy anything in its path.

Place names
Great African Rift Valley
Haiti
Iceland
Japan
Mauna Loa
Pacific Ring of Fire

Geographical terms and processes
crater
disaster
dormant
eruption
magma
tsunami

Locational terms
epicentre
plate boundary

Glossary
dormant: a dormant volcano is a volcano, like Kilimanjaro, that has not erupted for a long time
epicentre: where an earthquake starts and is felt most strongly
tsunami: a huge, powerful wave caused by an earthquake

